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( 2 )

1

»*»AfcLDD«jtOV-X*«*J:tf HU-f >m*£

iwiay- H*«fl!jfi©v-x*«Ki»»-r*«iotJ--f h

—;p©##-t©«a**:*<, iwre hw >«c*o»»s

T,
^fc/t*->©«*i«»©ft#»J*SnifcflR«*#
U Cti6«»OJLOft*oB*«, «A!ft3£SB©B*
*Wfc«fc*^ttK:*#TS3KU^*JP^->©«*£

sn*^— >©"3-s HK>««fc»*-r*»»«»»i 20

##l&E«R©3l##JSSft&**T?*a ' <t

att*^->©«*£tt»©'Jv^->#»j*3n;fc

-rsu^^;!/. 30

esse^a^— >©®«-tN&o> v— xffisscBgrrs

Si?* hl^X h©^->©JgSfo5ffi-T?»t3T\
WEW^i'^ftffl^TBJttff^JitiriD, ME"*fc

fciff» tfc«»©«tt#a» 6&*&H«fi«3fc«*»©
#B**»-3*£3fc©fMIK.fc 0 1/-^ b9II8l£-g|$©

[«*JH7] B^^KEBou^d^Sfll^fc*:*/

WEU^^-'l'^ffl^TBJttffiitfciD, BfjfBSfe

&ffl¥- 10-32327
2

fC. «JE«*©/hV^^->3&»»)«*nfcflW«-«imEIE

»Bt*-ffi©iW8-ri:£»;:J:oT. «Sffc«fc OilS£©S

X h/^— >©»J5jfc&8s.-

[»#3B8J «*q|3*fcl4 5fcE«Ol'^^;U«:ffl

l»fc¥«M*:»«©«iS^ttT*-3T,

* bus?* MBH£Jffifc»i*T.&l8£.

WEb-^^^tffi^TBJttfttfa-UfcfcJ:?), V-Xffi

k W"r>B«ep»f

*©v-x«*ic»»r KK >**»CB»

*«©««*^*E4bts*Bt»«r*fc«>©'f*>aA

-X«**J:r; H U"f >B4K©ffiagCTIfttttitSejB

j*-r*fc«>©-r pis, stnci^n

9 ] W^JS 8 £Ett©¥#*SB©Si&&&

WEI'S?* h/t^->ftffli>TiWEy-h«S*»J«-r

HMB7*M/^ hgtic»-r*ittEy-h«a*r©a«
ik*»K7* h US?X Hffll©ttJP.tWEy— h«*»©«

Ey-h««tt©H**Xy^>^-r*iHWrK:. ftjfB

*©«, IttE K U-f >««KB»t*«©Wi?7 h/^
->©**»U !»Ea*?Jt38«**V»*frT»*ttXy

* H t*W« f*-**ilM*:SE«©«ifi*a!.

[iii^ffi i o ] m*m 8 iciB«©^©{*gB©§ajt^

wiB7* h i/yx hnicwrswEy- H«*«©a«
Jfc#** ^*frTft2r14x y 5=->y*ff 5 C t \z J: 0

.

«totiTt»!tti»*»©imEy— h«a«Srx^5:->
;y



( 3 )

3

'[«WO#lNB«cBi*]'

[0 0 0 1]

ni:fflH4i/fj;n:Hi/, t#tc. ldd aightly do

ped Drain ) »ii£^"r S«^S5!lSa! h 7 >V7*9 (CiS

[0 0 0 2]

[t£*©ftfiS] LDDISH «»3tt*a!h7>3?X^
©y— hw»©:*rato»*««#ttK:«Ts-&. crogc

#T©«l*£«fn-rSC:<hK:«fc0, r-^^X^tttC

•&$>©-?&«. LDD*IS*t6*i#8itt. «*.
tfHffl¥7 - 2 9 7 3 9 3^«^CBi*$nT^S.

[0 0 0 3] s-r. *^#»H**»ri6-rsifc»K:, ->

•J n>KSrX^5L >^-r-5>. -tl>T, ^*T>y->>^S

kO. S-fb->'J a >JKT«B£ftTU&Vi««. -Ttefc)

*©*. * :fttft«*±c»-3fcsafls->U3>

[0 0 0 4] Jfcfc, *^iie«i««±KF7-fBMt:ttSfli

OUT, 7* MJV^5 7^-ail:iD^|.y'j3

/^->*7^ £ £ LfcH^tfe K 7-f xy r>#\z& 0

«HM§¥ 1 0 -3 2 3 2 7

4

0^- h«4©fl!jfit-!J-'f F^-JUS. 5£Jgfi£

U OUT'. i(S»*^»B«it«JiS»l*-r*fcJ6©-f*

6 D£ «t^i^i»S^M^ll£*e 7S, 7DS*ft-£*l»

©WD. iB«l©JPJS. ^©Xg^iSTLDDWjfiS^-r
i.MOSh7>yX^^n.
[0 0 0 5]

seti*s«e 7 D©iB«*«y- h«® 4 ©jSTtc*T®c/

V-X- FH >M©A«BCTffi4to&lfcJI 7 S. 7 D fiU

[0 0 0 6] *%0J«, ±BB©«Mfe*ft-r*fc»fc&
£*lfct>©Ti&r3T, S^g^r; H*>a>^i7^>
X©ii»D. ->a — h^**;ua*C£*HEE«T»©*
?Wtt©#fc*S&±b#*¥*#*«£*©«iS#8;,
Ut>Zf\Z*:<DWligy°n-te7.\Zi5rtZ,U>>7. brt?-><D
J&f£JSi£&£.Zfi*:tl\zm U -£> ;U£J§#rrS d <h £

[0 0 0 7]

©V-Xffl«*5«fctf F U-f >ffi«E<t. K7-XI8CI8
f-w >*«fc»SE-r*«*»*^gi;st

»6tt47*-hfli. «y-h-««©«BiattW&

xs«c»»-ra'<aij©i7-'f K'Jt-WDfeKi/Ofi
*K:»*-f*fl!J©t»-f F ju©##*©lia**:*
<. MEKU^f >fi«©A«ft7tG«ttttJI©4ilffiA<ffl

IBtK H^*-;b©T*»=ffi«L,T^s;:i*»«i-«-
-5fc©T*-5.

[0 0 0 8] *%IB©»JRJS2 lZfB©©b^i7;P
h U>?X hfflU^^Jl/TfeoT, ^.fe/t

^— >©««t**©a38«»«Snfc«H«ftWb. :n
6M»©JL©#*©«I**, ^ffl@7tge©Rg^^iHt
* »c*fr* £ ttu

^

9 ) *?- ><d figm t.&m u
fit «t o *> /j> ^ u c: t &#sit -r ©T& -5

.

[0009] sfc, K^stciemrou^^jus,



( 4 )

5

m2 tct2®cDu^^;n'*3^T, ^fftgioy- hit

mm^m^^i7^x$>^x. mi&znzrtf-xD?-*,

y-x«*cil»t*i»i»!lKiBllftoJl«i*

h SffiffiJfiScffl ? )VX$> 2> .

[ooio] sfc. i3RJH4fcE*©u^Ji'H:.

*l£«»©/h/t^— >©#*©i|6j&«. ^fflSTt^BOfg 10

5.

[0 0 11] Sfc. flJfcJSSKE*©!^^;^. St*

JgJT&O. V—*«*fc»»T*«#tf»1WE«»©/h/'t

20

[0 0 12] *&.--*«WO«*fli6-teiBi{©Ui?Xh

*©3fc»«Sr#"3jft^te©«UHK:«fc 0 US?* HMRS—

X h/^— >£JBJ&T5£<h£i|#8i£-r-& !b©T&'&. 30

[0 0 13] i*fl7KEtOUy^h/^->

S7*hl'yXbO/^->CMMT-feoT. WE

E*ftO/h/^^->*«»J«Snfc*«-CttiWEIBIMl|!«

-»o*»titl:J:?T, «JSK:«fcOSS©#W:*u

-So

[0 0 14] Sfc. *%91©tt:&a 8 ££«©¥*#&
B©S?ig^te«. «*«3 £fc«5 fc.E«©U51 ^';H£

ffll»fc*i»{*:S«©«iS^ft"C*?). *»#»fi±l:y

*&»fiM-*lS£. l»EU9l i';P*ffl^T«3tSfT5

t. *l/i?Xh/^->&^JftL-Tllll3y-hti
«©X-yf1 >ifSrfT5 d £.\Z£.Q. ll/->'Xh/^-> 50

4*flH¥l 0-32327
6

tn*©V-i^««Kl»«-r««39««<.'K U-f >««C

hmH5rVXi7t LTV—xm«c*5«t^H U"f >ffi«©

e»a^«L**snk.ji**riE-r43t»©-f *>aA*f?5

4M6iRji*»!***fc»©^*>ttA*fT'3ia.
-T -5 d <h £#ft£f£ t>© T?* -5 =

[0 0 15] *fc. »*Jl9.tcE«©¥^SB©Sjg
jsm\t. »*3i8irts«©¥^se©Kjfi^ic*3^

y- h«s«©a*?it3&*tt7 * h vjt. hmnmmtm
Ey-h«S*#©BI*©tt:*K:»Ut»*fl=Tll*ttXy'.
^>^£fT5d £:(::<£ 0. ilfBl/->*X W^- >l=«tj

*lT^3ftt>«*©*»Ey- Hi#C-»iX7?;>y
TiiHfifi:. «JEV—^«l«lc»«Ta«©Ui?x h-

At^->SI»*U *©«, IIWBHH>i«i:«*t

V^#-eS*ttx-^^>^*fr-5 21i:fc«fcO, V-Xffi

[0 0 16] Sfc. fll^qil 0 £fitt©¥#*£B©lS
W#*8fcB*©¥*#St«©»S£ttK:*s

V»T. afrlBI/vX h/T^— >*fflV»Tl»Ey-hm«*

iey- hma«©3i*?it*^^v^#Tis^ttx-7^>

si/i'x h/i*->KisfcnT</>&<^#©iriEy- h

x y ^A * *fr 3 H i K J: D . MEy-X«(l:B»

-f >*«icB»srr*flj©i<'5>;*. wt*'—

[0 0 17] ^fgHjte, .iMHMis««i6:/n-fcX
©y- hm««gfiEXSlC*f6W«F#©Ui?X Yrt9—>
Ml&Jj&$:mm-?2>Z\h\Z&-z>T±.m<Z>Wkm$:M»:L£.

V-X**K»tt*^6*#C*R©a##BftS
ntzi'^irji^m^xn^no t. >©s

©*fc*a*#Sflk««ft«**l©fi^*!***#^tt!B
^©SSiH, ^©SR^-rtt^fc/X^— >©S8»«fc



( 5 )

7

tfe£/s*->. y—xfH*fcR«T*«#fc:|t*©/jvK

[0 0 18] ^-<D&, IS#JM9$fcttl OfclBfcUjfc*'

sac, i^wjgtK^w-r-sy- hnmzmiizT&z- 1.

— ;u<Din«fc o fe t*K >s*£ffl9©-tM F £ *—;ke>i&i©

[0 0 19]

[58WO*J6©»lB] CAT. #$8«©-*iS©#IJt*ia

T. (a) tt¥®H. (b) ttWrffiBlT?**. 30

[0 0 2 0] El (a) . (b) iZyji-r^oiZ. #^X
mi oo«B»cy-h*Kffi^-r««**rr<&i'o/> l Bt

^e>a5y-ng/^->i ia«jgi*struts,
it, ^->i iw5*i, y-x**Ki»a5-r*«»
C»4i!f5Xffi«»«aiUfc«[»©««^U y h (?L) 1

2, 12, -a^j&^nT&o. h* u-r >«*Kn»«-r

mLmzmfi-vrtf-yrum) tm^-mzM^-zu^t? 40

Jlrti?- >©fgs|5t&m U fcffi<k 0 /h$ Hffit&

T

0. 4 Mm. •5U^^/1^->©{&457!>i

5fgou^^;i/ (5 : im^&mmyt&wmv?-?)],)
Clfi, SlttX'Jyhl2©i^2. OtfmJSTF. *

JK10: lifg/JvlSfiJSttSufffll'^JU) CD«-&. =&

StSX'J y h 1 2 ©iH£4. O^mftTttS.
T. S$ttX ij 7 h 1 2 <75F<flBite&&ftttX U y h 1 2 ©

fc;*:ii-<&oTU£„ 50

ftfflW- 1 0- 3 2 3 2 7

8

[0021] ^(-. ±.$e,mi$.<z>\/^p)i<9 ^m^tzuv
X h/t^->©^fK7jffi('^^Ti»BJ-r-5o 02 (a)

(Intensity Sr^t". dco^f-^TJ:

5

y- hnmn?->sm<Dmmz? l&^
itii?). S88&*t£3t3£a[ 1 0 0 %Ta5-5<, >SIJ£

^fCiSW^n^fc*. ft3£«te0 %T$>-5. —7j. y-
X^fcBIS-r^gB»{c«tt»(DS«X U y
tlT*5 0 , Lfrfc. U h 1 2 <Z>|HIH*<£|frK

XU v V l 2<DiHJ:Dt.7c#t,ife«). fg^-^^ffiJWTro

5 0%J^T©ft3£fi#*£#otK&<!-&3.
[0 0 2 2] Lfcibt, ^©.tp/.C^TS^Srff
U, |g|fe£fTofc&CDU>>X hA^— >C9^Wtt. 02
(b) h* U-f >^tcP^-r-S.fiiJ 1 4 D
J43tt5****0XOfcft, l^vXhiiBlOO%t&
0. y—X«*K»»r*flSl 4Slif^5 0%BI

4 D.J:D»< FH-6 100giSS^

UyX«)l=l. 2 um-vm^m^n^. Eth=9
omj (Sig^i o o%&mztem) (ouyt^)u^f-
T-mytzn^t. v-xmrnzmm-r/bMi 4s<omm

tCbT, ^figUfcU^X hrt*?— > 1 4tt. Kl"f>^
«K»»-r*« i 4 d**«< y-xM^fcps-r^fiij 1

4S4«ii<&6J:5»SiaRl 4 a $*-T-&

[0 0 2 3] &*3. »tt7U h^tC*3l-J-S®^©

T$>-5. S*B<)(C«, ±fg05^Sl 0 0%iz-?Z>ffi<?>

IJtittt. ^^hU-^XMK^gTt. a«CJ:-3Ti
fl?£*1&£-g§&gft»Eth (Exposure Threshold) (C

!fcL<^Eopt (Exposure Optimum = Focus Latitu

de (—flSftfjKltt. Depthof Focus )$Ifc)£<^5Ci:

1 0 0 %S)M^lCffi^-rf)BiIISEth© 1 . 2 5~1. 7

&mv>myte>mzikwm)&mm <*5^«*)" A^Eth©

1 2 5 ~ 1 7 5 %Tg7feSn. (KtcmfcX U y h €r^tt

tKXU h®^«Eth<D6 2. 5~87. 5 %"e®7t^

bnv&% i o o%*^t-r-&fcfetci4,

^T-Wg^ta^EthcD 1 0 0 ^SJ^T-C^ttn^efj:



(
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[0 0 2 4] WT> ±|B<Bl^i7;P9 43«fctf

*- > 1 4 CD»Jto&ffiSSJB Lfc**«8<0#«©¥**

[0 0 2 5] 03 (a) tr^-Ti^tC y'j3>

S«l 5 ±C i&g£9 5 Ot:, N,/0,

*H«fl!)ttt«Wkffi*fflV^Tl)lJ»l 5 0Ai«(D->U3
>8ftR*^&5y- h*fel*II£l 6*«rict5o

y-MBWSi 6<0»j*K:tt. *Kttftft<o», /Wn

Rff 2 0 0 0 ASKO^tSA U 3 >« l 7

tMilTffll^^iyU3>ll 7 tt, SiH

[0 0 2 6] ^SyU3>117±i:y-M
9MOLm<ow7s > 1 4 ?:Mt^o ^O^lC
tt, ^3 (b) SC^T^tC ^iy'J3/I17±
l:#yS7^M/vXM 8^:1. 2/zm^Kft:i*

*«fifc"r*. AffcftHCte, _#JjUi«3te«fiA=4 3 6 n

m, NA=0. 5 5; IBIMMM6= 0. 6 5mitiC0 5:

0 urn (l/f^JHT5. 0 um) CO

*§£\ l/f^;i/9±©7Uy KBttO. l //m flBIMR

4M10. 6 5 /xmx 5ffif= 3. 2 5 m m J: 9 >h£ t

U, V— Xfi«fl!lA^-0. 2 Atmtf y^-Tf 3*<7)i»!R^

iJyhSMLfcUf9Mffl^5. 13 5m
j TB3t£fTt^ 8Hft£:fir3 Z£\z£D. 03
(c) fC^TJ:?^ V-XWJ 1 4 S©ffltJP**0-

HK/Ittll 4D©MJP**1 . 2/im(^g

^SBl 4 aS:*frsUS?X W^— > 1 4 $:Mt§o
[0 0 2 7] ^C, uOSlSI5l4a*ttSI/y7h

*o*fttctt2ao©*ffi^fco, bit, 04
43<fctfH5€:ffl^TIHWrSo £t\ fg 1 LT
te, 04 (a) 3 fc* Miy'Ja»8i7±
ICSIIBSI 4 aStni/^ b/1^-> 1 4%Mf&L

lM7f>^M6 (JRJP1. 2um) iC»bT*SB
iyijn^OXyf^aSl (JBIJP2 0 0 0 A) <£>

6 ) gffflW-l 0 - 3 2 3 2 7

*#Tft*ttXy^>^tff3i:, H'4 (b) iC^Ti;

b^-> 1 4^«totlT0^j:V^«»<D*

W<o ^LT, 0 4 (c) KS^r-kifc, ^Si/
«J3>R1 7 3ft*-t<D|(lP(0 1/2a*Xy^>y*nfc .

io fc«ffr-6t, y-^«««©**s»>' |j=i>itti 7-s

0 4 (d) t'^T^ot', aS»19aSft5y-S
ill 9**»*«;**is.

[0 0 2 8] ^tC, »2©*StUTIt 05 (a) tC

^•Tct^tc, ^ly'J3>Ii7±i:Siasi4a^
.

ft§ l/yxf;^-> 1 4^Mim flj^Ji?*

h l/yXh(DX7f >y/MlH»LT^ay ,J3>
JBICDX^>^5§S2 0 £^o£?\Z, 7*hUvXH

20 fc^frTa^ttXy^^Sfrii:, 0 5 (b) KlSft

SMl4a^fr§l/yXh/^->14
36tst^<!:xy^l >y*^^s^:ia:<\ i/^x wi*—
> i 4 KitonT^a^s^to^iBft^'J

n

>k i 7tfl

^tcx^^>^$n^>o 05 (c> tc^-r^?
l/yXh/^->140^S:X7fA+ 7^bT, V

is 7s h/^^— > l-4<Z)5^y—X«i«fiiJ<D«l^«» 1 4

SW^St^o fit, HM>^IM(?)l/yXh
/^->l4D^IUc^it\ 7tM^yXh

30 ttx-/^>y*ff 5 Z.t\Z&Q\ 05 (d) {C^-Tcfcp

\Z, J£M£B 1 9 a £#T*y- bSffi 1 9 h
^°

[0 0 2 9] CK7)J;5J^ lkfB<0Vvrn*><0;£ffiS:JH^

TRJSSBl 9 a^ff§y-Mll 9*»dELfc«,
0 3 (d) \Z*k?£.o\Z, -LDD«jfiJe:45W«>fi««5F

^»8«aAi2 0\ 2 0 ^Mt§o 0 3 (e)

«IC1M H«)tH^&§iS3 0 0 0

40 AflDBMfc^U n>fll2 ltft«l««fiftl:±D8«l/
^tOWHtisV 3>I2 1 SXy^A^iiSffl^

Txyf>^j!ilt5uti:±t), y-btSi9<oi
fi(C»<k>' ,J =3>K*^&*U--f H — 2 2 a, 2

2 b, 2 2 c £r*J5R-r*. CKDgS, it-f H^7*—
HK>»«Dl:R»ni2 2a, V—^««SJC|»
ST^ffliJ2 2b, ^M?fK2 2 c(D3fflBFft'?gfi)c$n^o

[0 0 3 0] 0 3 (f) »Z*i"i'5^* LDD

50 >®^S, D«cK*flE^tt*aAli2 3, 2 3i&Mf



(
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(CJ:oT, 03 (g) lZ7r,-T£v\z, V-XMS, F

.urf >m&D^n?niz{&mm^mmi&mm 2 a s , 2

4D, 2 5 S . 2 5DW^o
K±©IgTLDD*iB*:#'r£MOS F7>$?X***

[0 0 3 1] »*©iettH«£wrs**,
<D*»#SM»^DtXtH«l:, ±fEMOSF5>
'^X^ft«5JIIW*ft«*S:»J«U» 3>*£ FJL*HP

tt5l/^W^->14S:Si:. H«0>a^8Bl9

IT, FSffi 1 9 ©fiigfclM F^*—;U2 2

«>* U-f F2*—;K8«fc HK >««ffi'J2 2 atV-

[0 0 3 3] B6BS«l/tMOS h7>z/7s?<D¥-m

H^^— JI/2 2 a©(B©#*W—X««SflUcDlM

«ffiTtt#iB*-> u =1 >m<omm ( fk xwoirp)

•«»B<oiH«<ofi«*, H3 (g) \ztkT£o\z, y

HU-f >««1»J2 5DTttU"-f F^*— ;i/2 2 aiS

[0 0 3 4] ffi#<0#ft*m>T«ifiL;fc¥

FW>f>««D<OK«aE^tt#ltt«
JI2 5D*y-h«ai 9aTJCST?aLXclifc», *

V-X- HK >M<0iS»aHF
tt*tt«Jin©niB*«**63a:^fc«>, 5> 3-f^*

[0 0 3 5] £&, **»0*i©UyX h/^->»
«3&ttfcJ:ntf, U?^9©ttJ*Sr*l,&;i<J:Tl

:7* FUV^7 7^—XSTaiSSBl 4 aSWTS

7 ) »BI¥1 0- 3 2 3 2 7
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(54) [Title of the Invention]

Semiconductor Device, Manufacturing Method thereof, Formation
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(57) [Abstract]

[Object] To provide a semiconductor device, which can prevent degradation in

a characteristic of an element such as an increase of a parasitic capacitance and

degradation of withstand pressure, a manufacturing method of the same, and a

reticle used for the formation.
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[Means for Solution] Light exposure is performed using a reticle 9 having a

solid pattern on the side of a drain region D and a plurality of linear slits on the

side of a source region S so as to form a resist pattern 14 which has a step portion

with a low source region side and a high drain region side over a polycrystalline

silicon film 17. And the polycrystalline silicon film 17 is etched using the resist

pattern 14 as a mask to form a gate electrode 19 having the same step portion as

the resist pattern 14. After that, ion implantation for forming a low

concentration impurity diffusion layer, formation of sidewalls 22a and 22b with

different widths on the source and drain sides, and ion implantation for forming a

high concentration impurity diffusion layer are conducted.

[Scope of Claims]

[Claim 1]

A semiconductor device characterized by comprising: source and drain

regions of an LDD structure including a low concentration impurity diffusion

layer and a high concentration impurity diffusion layer; a gate electrode

including a step portion in which a side adjacent to the source region is low and a

side adjacent to the drain region is high; and sidewalls provided on a side wall of

the gate electrode, wherein a width of a sidewall on the side adjacent to the drain

region is larger than that of a sidewall on the side adjacent to the source region of

the gate electrode side wall, and an end portion of the high concentration

impurity diffusion layer in the drain region is positioned below the sidewall.

[Claim 2]

A reticle for a positive type photoresist, the reticle characterized by

comprising a solid pattern region and a region in which a plurality of openings is

formed, wherein each width of the plurality of openings is smaller than a value

obtained by multiplying a width of the resolution limit of a photolithography

device to be used and a magnification of the reticle pattern in relation to an actual

size.

[Claim 3]

The reticle described in Claim 2, characterized in that the reticle is for

forming a gate electrode of a semiconductor device, wherein a portion adjacent to

the drain region is the solid pattern region, and a portion adjacent to the source

region is the region in which the plurality of openings is formed in the pattern to

be formed.

[Claim 4]

A reticle for a negative type photoresist, the reticle characterized by
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comprising a hollow pattern region and a region in which a plurality of small

patterns is formed, wherein each width of the plurality of small patterns is

smaller than a value obtained by multiplying a width of the resolution limit of a

photolithography device to be used and a magnification of the reticle pattern in

relation to an actual size.

[Claim 5]

The reticle described in Claim 4, characterized in that the reticle is for

forming a gate electrode of a semiconductor device, wherein a portion adjacent to

the drain region is the hollow pattern region and a portion adjacent to the source

region is the region in which the plurality of small patterns is formed in the

pattern to be formed.

[Claim 6]

A formation method of a positive type photoresist pattern using the reticle

described in Claim 2, the formation method of the resist pattern characterized in

that the resist pattern which has different heights depending on locations is

formed by conducting light exposure using the reticle so as to make the whole

remained resist film be left in the solid pattern region, and by making partially

the remained resist film be left due to an operation of condensed light having the

light intensity less than an amount of minimal light exposure including a plurality

of exposure light which is adjacent by the width of the resolution limit or less in

the region in which a plurality of openings is formed.

[Claim 7]

A formation method of a negative type photoresist pattern using the

reticle described in Claim 4, the formation method of the resist pattern

characterized in that the resist pattern which has different heights depending on

locations is formed by conducting light exposure using the reticle so as to make

the whole remained resist film be left in the hollow pattern region and by making

partially the remained resist film be left due to an operation of condensed light

having the light intensity less than an amount of minimal light exposure

including a plurality of exposure light which is adjacent by the width of the

resolution limit in the region in which a plurality of small patterns is formed.

[Claim 8]

A manufacturing method of a semiconductor device using the reticle

described in Claim 3 or 5 characterized by comprising the steps of:

forming a gate electrode material and a photoresist film in order over a

semiconductor substrate with a gate insulating film interposed therebetween;
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forming a resist pattern in which a side adjacent to the source region is

low and a side adjacent to the drain region is high by conducting light exposure

using the reticle;

forming a gate electrode in which a side adjacent to the source region is

low and a side adjacent to the drain region is high as well as the resist pattern by

etching the gate electrode material using the resist pattern as a mask;

conducting ion implantation for forming a low concentration impurity

diffusion layer in the source and drain regions using the gate electrode as a mask;

forming a sidewall on a side wall of the gate electrode; and

conducting ion implantation for forming a high concentration impurity

diffusion layer in the source and drain regions using the gate electrode and the

sidewall as a mask.

[Claim 9]

The manufacturing method of the semiconductor device described in

Claim 8, characterized by comprising the steps of:

as a means for forming the gate electrode using the resist pattern,

conducting anisotropic etching in a condition that a selected ratio of the gate

electrode material in relation to the photoresist film is the same as the ratio of the

film thicknesses of the photoresist film and the gate electrode material so as to

etch a portion of the gate electrode material of the region that is not covered with

the resist pattern; simultaneously removing the resist pattern on the side adjacent

to the source region; subsequently making only a resist pattern remained on the

side adjacent to the drain region; and conducting anisotropic etching in a

condition that the selected ratio is high to form a gate electrode in which the side

adjacent to the source region is low and the side adjacent to the drain region is

high.

[Claim 10]

The manufacturing method of the semiconductor device described in

Claim 8, characterized by comprising the steps of:

as a means for forming the gate electrode using the resist pattern,

conducting anisotropic etching in a condition that a selected ratio of the gate

electrode material in relation to the photoresist film is high so as to etch a portion

that is not covered with the resist pattern in the gate electrode material with the

resist pattern remained; conducting etch back of the resist pattern so as to remove

a resist pattern on the side adjacent to the source region; and subsequently

conducting anisotropic etching again in a condition that the selected ratio is high
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with the resist pattern remained on the side adjacent to the drain region to form a

gate electrode in which the side adjacent to the source region is low and the side

adjacent to the drain region is high.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a semiconductor device, its

manufacturing method, a formation method of a resist pattern, and a reticle used

for the formation. In particular, the present invention relates to a formation

method of a gate electrode and a formation method of an impurity diffusion layer

in a field-effect transistor having an LDD (Lightly Doped Drain) structure.

[0002]

[Prior Art]

An LDD structure prevents a generation of a hot carrier having an

-adverse influence on a characteristic of a transistor by reducing partially an

impurity concentration at opposite ends of a gate in a field-effect transistor so as

to release an electric field at the portion. A semiconductor device having the

LDD structure is disclosed in, for example, Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.

H7-297393. FIG. 7 shows a semiconductor device having a conventional LDD
structure generally, and the manufacturing method is explained below.

[0003]

First of all, a surface of a silicon substrate 1 is oxidized to form a pad

oxide film is formed in order to form an element isolated region. After that, an

oxidation-resistant insulating film, generally a silicon nitride film, is formed

thereover. Next, the element isolated region is opened using a known

photolithography technique, and a resist pattern to cover selectively an element

active region is formed. Then, the silicon nitride film is etched by chemical dry

etching or reactive ion etching with the resist pattern as a mask. Then, the resist

pattern is removed using oxygen ashing or a mixed chemical of sulfuric acid and

hydrogen peroxide. Next, by conducting a selective oxidization using the

pattern of the silicon nitride film formed in the above process as a mask, a thick

field oxide film 2 is selectively formed in a region which is not covered by the

silicon nitride film, in other words, the element isolated region. After that, an

element isolated structure is completed by removing the silicon nitride film and

the pad oxide film remained over the element active region in order.

[0004]
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Next, a gate insulating film 3 including a silicon oxide film is formed

over the element active region by a dry oxidation method, and then a

polycrystalline silicon film for a gate electrode material is formed. After that, a

resist pattern is formed over the polycrystalline silicon film by a

photolithography technique, and the polycrystalline silicon film is etched by

anisotropic dry etching using the resist pattern as a mask to form a gate electrode

4. And, the resist pattern is removed using the oxygen ashing or the mixed

chemical of .sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide. Next, ion implantation is

conducted to form a low concentration impurity diffusion layer, and an insulating

film is formed over the whole surface. After that, sidewalls 5 and 5 on the side

wall of the gate electrode 4 are formed by etching the insulating film with a

known etch back method, and ion implantation is conducted to form a high

concentration impurity diffusion layer. Then, activation of the implanted

impurity is conducted by a heat treatment to form low concentration impurity

diffusion-layers 6S and 6D, and high concentration impurity diffusion layers 7S

and 7D respectively. A MOS transistor including the LDD structure is

completed after the processes such as formation of an interlayer insulating film,

opening of a contact hole, formation of a wiring, and the like.

[0005]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, in the MOS transistor including the conventional LDD
structure, the implanted impurity in a silicon substrate 1 is diffused by a heat

treatment in the manufacturing process. As a result, an end portion of the high

concentration impurity diffusion layer 7D in the drain region comes just below

the gate electrode 4 as shown in FIG. 8. In such a structure, a parasitic

capacitance increases due to the high concentration impurity diffusion layer 7D

just below the gate electrode 4, so that a drain conductance increases. Further,

since an interval between high concentration impurity diffusion layers 7S and 7D

between source and drain is shortened, degradation in a characteristic of an

element such as degradation of withstand pressure is caused due to a short

channel effect.

[0006]

The present invention has been made in order to solve the

above-described problem, and it is an object of the present invention to provide a

semiconductor device which can prevent degradation in a characteristic of an

element such as an increase of a parasitic capacitance and a drain conductor, and
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degradation of withstand pressure due to a short channel effect, its manufacturing

method, the formation method of a resist pattern in its manufacturing process,

and a reticle used for the formation.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem]

To achieve the above object, the semiconductor device described in Claim

1 of the present invention is characterized by comprising: source and drain

regions of an LDD structure having a low concentration impurity diffusion layer

and a high concentration impurity diffusion layer; a gate electrode including a

step portion in which a side adjacent to the source region is low and a side

adjacent to the drain region is high; and a sidewall provided on the side wall of

the gate electrode, wherein a width of a sidewall on the side adjacent to the drain

region is larger than that of a sidewall on the side adjacent to the source region of

the gate electrode side wall, and an end portion of the high concentration

impurity diffusion layer in the drain region is positioned below the sidewall.

[0008]

In addition, the reticle described in Claim 2 of the present invention is a

reticle for a positive type photoresist characterized by comprising a solid pattern

region and a region in which a plurality of openings is formed, wherein each

width of the plurality of openings is smaller than a value obtained by multiplying

a width of the resolution limit of a photolithography device to be used and a

magnification of the reticle pattern in relation to an actual size.

[0009]

According to Claim 3, the reticle described in Claim 2 is characterized in

that the reticle is for forming a gate electrode of a semiconductor device, wherein

a portion adjacent to the drain region is the solid pattern region, and a portion

adjacent to the source region is the region in which the plurality of openings is

formed in the pattern to be formed.

[0010]

According to Claim 4, the reticle for a negative type photoresist is

characterized by comprising a hollow pattern region and a region in which a

plurality of small patterns is formed, wherein each width of the plurality of small

patterns is smaller than a value obtained by multiplying a width of the resolution

limit of a photolithography device to be used and a magnification of the reticle

pattern in relation to an actual size.

[0011]
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Further, according to Claim 5, the reticle described in Claim 4 is

characterized in that the reticle is for forming the gate electrode of the

semiconductor device, wherein a portion adjacent to the drain region is the

hollow pattern region and the portion adjacent to the source region is the region

in which the plurality of small patterns is formed in the pattern to be formed.

[0012]

According to Claim 6 of the present invention, the formation method of a

positive type photoresist pattern using the reticle described in Claim 2 is

characterized in that the resist pattern which has different heights depending on

the locations is formed by conducting light exposure using the reticle so as to

make the whole remained resist film be left in the solid pattern region, and by

making partially the remained resist film be left due to an operation of condensed

light having the light intensity less than an amount of minimal light exposure

including a plurality of exposure light which is adjacent by the width of the

— resolution-limit or less in-the region in-which a plurality of openings is formed.

[0013]

According to Claim 7, the formation method of a negative type

photoresist pattern using the reticle described in Claim 4 is characterized in that

the resist pattern which has different heights depending on the locations is

formed by conducting light exposure using the reticle so as to make the whole

remained resist film be left in the hollow pattern region and by making partially

the remained resist film be left due to an operation of condensed light having the

light intensity less than an amount of minimal light exposure including a plurality

of exposure light which is adjacent by the width of the resolution limit in the

region in which a plurality of small patterns is formed.

[0014]

According to Claim 8, the manufacturing method of a semiconductor

device using the reticle described in Claim 3 or 5 is characterized by comprising

the steps of: forming a gate electrode material and a photoresist film in order

over a semiconductor substrate with a gate insulating film interposed

therebetween; forming a resist pattern in which a side adjacent to the source

region is low and a side adjacent to the drain region is high by conducting light

exposure using the reticle; forming a gate electrode in which a side adjacent to

the source region is low and a side adjacent region to the drain region is high as

well as the resist pattern by etching the gate electrode material using the resist

pattern as a mask; conducting ion implantation for forming a low concentration
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impurity diffusion layer in the source and drain regions using the gate electrode

as a mask; forming a sidewall on side wall of the gate electrode; and conducting

ion implantation for forming a high concentration impurity diffusion layer in the

source and drain regions using the gate electrode and the sidewall as a mask.

[0015]

According to Claim 9, the manufacturing method of the semiconductor

device described in Claim 8, as a means for forming a the gate electrode using

the resist pattern, is characterized by comprising the steps of: conducting

anisotropic etching in a condition that a selected ratio of the gate electrode

material in relation to the photoresist film is the same as the ratio of the film

thicknesses of the photoresist film and the gate electrode material so as to etch a

portion of the gate electrode material of the region that is not covered with the

resist pattern; simultaneously removing the resist pattern on the side adjacent to

the source region; subsequently making only a resist pattern be left on the side

- adjaeent-to-the drain region- and conducting anisotropic etching in a condition

that the selected ratio is high to form a gate electrode in which the side adjacent

to the source region is low and the side adjacent to the drain region is high.

[0016]

According to Claim 10, the manufacturing method of the semiconductor

device described in Claim 8, as a means for forming the gate electrode using the

resist pattern, is characterized by comprising the steps of: conducting anisotropic

etching in a condition that a selected ratio of the gate electrode material in

relation to the photoresist film is high so as to etch a portion that is not covered

with the resist pattern in the gate electrode material with the resist pattern

remained; subsequently conducting etch back of the resist pattern so as to remove

a resist pattern on the side adjacent to the source region; and conducting

anisotropic etching again in a condition that the selected ratio is high with the

resist pattern remained on the side adjacent to the drain region to form a gate

electrode in which the side adjacent to the source region is low and the side

adjacent to the drain region is high.

[0017]

The present invention has an object of solving the above problem by

applying the formation method of a resist pattern according to the present

invention to a step of forming a gate electrode of the semiconductor device

manufacturing process specially. In other words, in the case of the positive type

photoresist process, the whole remained resist film is left in the region of the
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solid pattern when light exposure is conducted using a reticle having a solid

pattern in a portion adjacent to the drain region, and a plurality of openings

formed in a portion adjacent to the source region. However, a state where

condensed light of a plurality of exposure light has the light intensity less than an

amount of minimal light exposure, viewing the exposure light as a whole, is

obtained since each transmitting exposure light is adjacent by the width of the

resolution limit or less in the region in which a plurality of openings are formed.

As a result, ;n this portion, the remained resist film is thinner than in the portion

of the solid pattern. Therefore, the completed resist pattern has a state where

the adjacent side to the drain region is high and the adjacent side to the source

region is low. In the case of the negative type photoresist process, the same

phenomenon as the above is produced when a reticle which has a hollow pattern

in the adjacent portion to the drain region and a plurality of small patterns in the

adjacent portion to the source region is used.

- [0018] —-

After that, a gate electrode having the same shape is formed using the

resist pattern in which the side of the drain region is high and the side of the

source region is low by etching to remove the resist pattern on the adjacent side

to the source region first using the method described in Claim 9 or 10. And,

when a sidewall is formed on the side wall of the gate electrode, the width of the

sidewalls on the side of the drain and source regions are naturally different since

the height of the side wall on the adjacent side to the drain region is different

from that of the side wall on the adjacent side to the source region. In other

words, since the width of the sidewall on the drain region side is larger than that

on the source region side, the position at the end portion of the high

concentration impurity diffusion layer formed by ion implantation using this as a

mask can come just below the gate electrode on the source region side, but be

kept until just below the sidewall on the drain region side.

[0019]

[Embodiment Mode of the Invention]

Hereinafter, an embodiment mode of the present invention is explained

with reference to FIGS.l to 6. The manufacturing method of the semiconductor

device in this embodiment mode is an example of using a positive type

photoresist in which an exposed portion is soluble and a non-exposed portion is

not soluble in a developer. Therefore, the reticle used for this is also an

example of the positive reticle. FIG. 1 shows a reticle 9 in the present
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embodiment mode, (a) is a plan view, and (b) is a cross-sectional view.

[0020]

As shown in FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b), a gate electrode pattern 11 including a

chromium film having a width corresponding to a gate length is formed over the

surface of a glass portion 10. And, in the pattern 11, a plurality of linear slits

(opening) 12, 12... exposing a glass surface is formed in the adjacent portion to

the source region, and a solid pattern 13 is formed in the adjacent region to the

drain region and other regions. The width of each linear slit 12 is smaller than

the value obtained by multiplying the width of the resolution limit of the

photolithography device to be used (a pattern interval of the limit the

photolithography device can resolve the two adjacent patterns) and a

magnification of the reticle pattern in relation to an actual size. Specifically, for

example, when the width of the resolution limit of the photolithography device to

be used is 0.4 |j,m and the reticle whose magnification of the reticle pattern is 5

crimes bigger, in relation^ to„_the . actual size, (reticle used for a 5:1 reduced

projection photolithography device), the width of each linear slit 12 is 2.0 \xm or

less. In the case where the reticle whose magnification of the reticle pattern is

10 times bigger in relation to the actual size (reticle used for a 10:1 reduced

projection photolithography device) the width of each linear slit 12 is 4.0 (bim or

less. Note that the interval of each linear slit 12 is larger than the width of each

linear slit 12.

[0021]

Next, the formation method of the resist pattern using the reticle 9 having

the above structure is explained. FIG. 2(a) shows the exposed state in using the

reticle 9. The horizontal axis indicates the position of the surface of the reticle,

and the vertical axis indicates the intensity of exposure light (Intensity: unit %).

As shown in this drawing, the light intensity is naturally 100% since a chromium

film does not exist in the regions except the gate electrode pattern. The portion

adjacent to the drain region is a solid pattern of chromium, which completely

blocks light. Therefore, the light intensity is 0%. On the other hand, in the

portion adjacent to the source region, a plurality of linear slits is formed and the

interval of each slit 12 is larger than the width of each linear slit 12. Therefore,

the state having 50% or less of a light intensity distribution homogenenized by

condensed light including a plurality of exposure light L is obtained, viewing the

plurality of exposure light L which has passed through a slit having the width

equal to or less than the width of the resolution limit as a whole.
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[0022]

Therefore, a shape of the resist pattern after conducting light exposure

and development in such a condition is, as shown in FIG 2(b), that a resist film

remains 100% since an adjacent side 14D to the drain region has 0% of the light

intensity, and a remained resist film is thinner than in the adjacent side 14D to the

drain region since an adjacent side 14S to the source region has 50% or less of

the light intensity. For example, in the case of using FH-6100 g ray wavelength

resist (Made by Fuji Hunt Co., product name), when a coating formation is

conducted with a resist film thickness of 1.2 \xm, and light exposure is conducted

with an exposure energy Eth=90 mj (corresponding to a transmissivity of 100%),

a remained resist film after a development of the adjacent side 14S to the source

region is approximately 0.6 jxm. In this manner, the completed resist pattern 14

includes a step portion 14a in which the side 14D adjacent to the drain region is

high and the side 14S adjacent to the source region is low.

[0023] - - - - - -

The reason why the intensity of exposure light in the linear slit region

should be 50% or less is as follows. Fundamentally, an amount of light

exposure in setting the above light intensity to 100% corresponds to an amount of

minimal light exposure Eth (Exposure Threshold) at which a photoresist film is

dissolved by light exposure and development. However, it is general to set an

amount of light exposure used in the actual light exposure or Eopt (an amount of

light exposure at which Exposure Optimum = Focus Latitude (generally, Depthof

Focus) is maximum) approximately 1.25 to 1.27 times larger than the above Eth

corresponding to a transmissivity of 100% in the whole transmissive region

(glass region). Therefore, if the whole transmissive region (glass region) is

exposed to light with 125 to 127% of Eth in the actual light exposure, and a

region including a linear slit has a transmissivity of 50% of the whole

transmissive region, the linear slit region is exposed to light with 62.5 to 87.5%

of Eth. Here, to make a remained resist film in the linear slit region less than

100%, an amount of light exposure in the linear slit region should be 100% or

less of Eth. Therefore, the transmissivity in the linear slit region, in other words,

the light intensity is required to be 50% or less.

[0024]

Hereinafter, the manufacturing method of the semiconductor device in the

present embodiment mode, which employs the reticle 9 and the formation

method of the resist pattern 14, is explained. FIG. 3 is a process flow diagram
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which shows an order of the processes for the present manufacturing method.

[0025]

First of all, a gate insulating film 16 including a silicon oxide film is
o

formed with a thickness of approximately 150 A by a hydrochloric oxidation

method in N2/O2 atmosphere at a temperature of 950°C over a silicon substrate

15 (semiconductor substrate) as shown in FIG. 3(a). For forming the gate

insulating film 16, a pyrogenic method, a dry oxidation method or the like can be

used instead of the hydrochloric oxidation method. Next, a polycrystalline film

17 (gate electrode material) with a thickness approximately of 2000 A is formed

by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition. After coating formation for a

non-doped polycrystalline silicon film using SiFU gas as material gas, the

polycrystalline silicon film 17 used as a gate electrode material is made

low-resistalized by a method of diffusing phosphorus or by chemical vapor

deposition by adding PH3 gas to material gas to form a doped polycrystalline

silicon film. Note that the thickness 2000 A of the polycrystalline silicon film is

thicker than the thickness of a polycrystalline silicon film by the conventional

manufacturing method.

[0026]

Next, a resist pattern 14 for forming a gate electrode is formed over the

polycrystalline silicon film 17. After applying a positive type photoresist 18

with a thickness of 1.2 ^m over the polycrystalline silicon film 17, as shown in

3(b), a resist pattern 14 including a step portion 14a is formed by using the reticle

9 and the formation method of the resist pattern described above. Specifically,

in the assumption of applying light exposure wavelength X=436 nm, NA=0.55,

and a 5:1 reduced projection photolithography device of the resolution limit

width=0.65 jxm in the case where the gate length is 1.0 |om on a wafer, (5.0 \xrn

on a reticle), a width of the slit on the reticle 9 is 0.1 \xm (smaller than the

resolution limit width=0.65(Lim x 5 =3.25jxm) and a reticle in which three linear

slits are formed at 0.2 \im pitch from the source region side is used. Then, a

resist pattern 14 having a step portion 14a with a thickness of 0.6 jxm of a source

region side 14S, and a thickness of 1.2 (Lim at the drain region side 14D is formed

by conducting light exposure at 135 mj and then development as shown in FIG.

3(c).

[0027]

Next, a gate electrode having a step portion based on the resist pattern 14

including the step portion 14a is formed. There are two methods for the
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formation. Hereinafter, the methods are explained with references to FIGS. 4

and 5. First of all, as the first method, the resist pattern 14 having the step

portion 14a is formed over the polycrystalline silicon film 17 as shown in FIG.

4(a). Then, anisotropic etching is conducted under the condition that a selected

ratio of a polycrystalline silicon film in relation to a photoresist film is almost the

same as a ratio of the thicknesses of the photoresist film and the polycrystalline

silicon film, in other words, polycrystalline film etching speed 1 (film thickness

2000 A) in relation to photoresist film etching speed 6 (film thickness 1.2 ^im).

As a result, a portion that is not covered with the resist pattern 14 in the

polycrystalline film 17 is etched, and simultaneously the resist pattern 14 itself is

thinned rapidly by etching as shown in FIG. 4(b). When the polycrystalline film

17 is etched to approximately half, the resist pattern 14S on the source region

side is completely removed and eliminated as shown in FIG. 4(c). After that,

when anisotropic etching is continued in a condition that the resist pattern 14D

on the drain region side is remained, a gate electrode 19 having a step portion

19a is formed as shown in FIG. 4(d) since the polycrystalline film 17S on the

source region side becomes a mask in a self-alignment manner for the etching.

[0028]

Next, as the second method, the resist pattern 14 having the step portion

14a is formed over the polycrystalline silicon film 17 as shown in FIG. 5(a).

Then, anisotropic etching is conducted under a condition that a selected ratio of

the polycrystalline silicon film is as high as possible with respect to the

photoresist, for example, polycrystalline film etching speed 20 in relation to

photoresist film etching speed 1. As a result, a resist pattern 14 having a step

portion 14a is hardly etched as shown in FIG. 5(b), and then a portion of

polycrystalline silicon film 17 which is not covered with the resist pattern 14 is

completely etched. Next, only the low portion 14S on the source region side in

the resist pattern 14 is removed by etching back the only resist pattern 14 as

shown in FIG. 5(c). Then, a gate electrode 19 having a step portion 19a is

formed as shown in FIG. 5(d) by conducting anisotropic etching again under a

condition that a selected ratio of the polycrystalline silicon film in relation to the

photoresist film is high, and the resist pattern 14D on the drain region side is

remained.

[0029]

In this manner, the gate electrode 19 having the step portion 19a is

formed by either way of the above. Then, ion implantation is conducted for
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forming a low concentration impurity diffusion layer in an LDD structure as

shown in FIG. 3(d) to form low concentration impurity implantation layers 20

and 20 in source and drain regions S and D over the surface of the silicon

substrate 15. Next, a silicon oxide film 21 with a thickness of 3000 A to be a

sidewall later is formed by a chemical vapor deposition method as shown in FIG.

3(e), and then sidewalls 22a, 22b, and 22c including a silicon oxide film are

formed on the side wall of the gate electrode 19 side by etching the silicon oxide

film 21 using an etch back method. At this time, the sidewall is formed at three

positions: a side adjacent to the drain region D, 22a; a side adjacent to the source

region S, 22b; and the step portion 22c.

[0030]

After that, ion implantation is conducted for forming a high concentration

impurity diffusion layer in the LDD structure as shown in FIG. 3(f), and high

concentration impurity implantation layers 23 and 23 are formed in source and

drain regions S and D over the surface of the silicon, substrate 15. Then, a

thermal treatment is conducted at a temperature of 950 °C and in an atmosphere

of N2/O2 to diffuse and activate implanted ions. Thus, low concentration

impurity diffusion layers 24S and 24D, and high concentration impurity diffusion

layers 25S and 25D are formed in the source region S and the drain region D
respectively as shown in FIG. 3(g). Through the above process, the MOS
transistor having the LDD structure is completed.

[0031]

The following steps are not shown in the drawing; however, an interlayer

insulating film covering the MOS transistor is formed and a contact hole is

opened similarly in the conventional manufacturing process of a semiconductor

device. At this time, the sidewall formed in the step portion over the gate

electrode in the above process is removed by etching in forming the contact hole.

After that, a wiring including Al or the like is formed.

[0032]

According to the manufacturing method of the semiconductor device in

the present embodiment mode, the gate electrode 19 having the similar step

portion 19a can be formed based on the resist pattern 14 having the step portion

14a by etching to remove the resist pattern 14S of the low portion of the source

region side first by either of the two methods described above. And, when
sidewalls 22a and 22b are formed on the side wall of the gate electrode 19, the

width of sidewalls on the drain region side 22a and the source region side 22b is
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naturally different since the height of the side wall on the side adjacent to the

drain region D and that of the side wall on the side adjacent to the source region

S is different.

[0033]

FIG. 6 shows a plan view of the completed MOS transistor. As shown in

this drawing, a width of the sidewall 22a on the drain region D side is larger than

that of the sidewall 22b on the source region S side. Further, in the present

embodiment mode, the thickness of a polycrystalline silicon film (thickness on

drain side) is thicker than that of a conventional polycrystalline silicon film.

Therefore, even if the condition of ion implantation or thermal diffusion at

forming a high concentration impurity diffusion layer is the same as the

conventional method, a position of the end portion of the high concentration

impurity diffusion layer may come just below the gate electrode 19 on the source

region side 25S, but can be kept until just below of the sidewall 22a on the drain

region side 25D as shown in FIG. 3(g).

[0034]

As a result, an increase of a parasitic capacitance or an increase in drain

conductance can be prevented, since the high concentration impurity diffusion

layer 25D at the drain region D does not come just below of the gate electrode 19,

which is different from the manufactured semiconductor device by the

conventional method. In addition, degradation in a characteristic of an element

such as degradation of withstand pressure due to a short channel effect can be

suppressed since the interval between the high concentration impurity diffusion

layers between source and drain is not shortened.

[0035]

Further, according to the formation method of a resist pattern in the present

embodiment mode, the number of photolithography processes does not need to

increase compared with the conventional manufacturing method since the resist

pattern 14 having the step portion 14a can be formed in a single photolithography

process by devising the structure of the reticle 9.

[0036]

Note that the present invention is not limited to the above described

embodiment mode, and various changes can be added in the scope without

departing from the spirit of the present invention. For example, a linear slit is

provided to adjust the intensity of exposure light in this embodiment mode;

however, the one in which a plurality of openings having an arbitrary shape are
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continuously formed can be used without being limited to the linear slit. In

addition, an example of a positive type resist process is explained as a

photolithography technique; however, the present invention can be applied to a

negative type resist process without being limited to this example. In the case

of a negative type resist process, since a reticle pattern reverses black and white

in relation to a positive type resist process, a portion where a chromium film

exists is made to be a portion where a glass surface is exposed and a region

except the gate electrode pattern and the linear slit portion are made to a portion

where a chromium film exists. Therefore, when the present invention is applied

to a negative type resist process, "hollow pattern region" in the scope of claims

corresponds to "solid pattern region" in the present embodiment mode, and "a

region where a plurality of small patterns are formed" corresponds to "a region

where a plurality of linear slits (opening) are formed". Further, a shape of small

patterns is arbitrary as well as the above opening.

[0037]

In the above embodiment mode, a step portion is provided over the resist

pattern by homogenizing a width and an interval of each linear slit. However,

when a width and an interval are changed gradually from a drain region side to a

source region side, for example, the light intensity distribution can be adjusted to

have an inclination as a whole. In this manner, not a resist pattern having a step

portion like in the present embodiment mode but a resist pattern having a tilted

top side can be formed. Thus, the object of the present invention can also be

achieved by this structure. In addition, it is natural that various specific figures

used in the above embodiment mode such as a width of the linear slit, and

thicknesses of the remained resist film and the polycrystalline silicon film are

just one example and can be changed properly.

[0038]

[Effect of the Invention]

As explained above, it is possible to form a resist pattern having different

heights depending on the locations without increasing the number of

photolithography processes compared with the conventional method, according

to the present invention. By conducting etching using this resist pattern, a gate

electrode having different heights depending on the locations is formed, and

sidewalls on the side wall of the gate electrode can have different widths on a

source side and a drain side. Therefore, degradation in a characteristic of an

element such as an increase of a parasitic capacitance, an increase of drain
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conductance, and degradation of withstand pressure due to a short channel effect

can be suppressed since a high concentration impurity diffusion layer on the

drain side can be avoided to be positioned just below the gate electrode.

[Brief Description of Drawing]

[FIG. 1] shows a reticle as one embodiment mode of the present invention, and

(a) is a plan view and (b) is a cross-sectional view along A-A line of (a).

[FIG. 2] the above described reticle, and (a) is a light intensity distribution of

exposure light, and (b) is a cross-sectional view of a resist pattern after

development, when using the reticle.

[FIG. 3] the above described reticle, and a process flow diagram which shows a

process order of a manufacturing method of a semiconductor device using the

reticle.

[FIG. 4] the above described reticle, and a process flow diagram which shows the

first method for forming a gate electrode in the manufacturing method.

[FIG. 5] the above described reticle, and a process flow diagram which shows the

second method for forming a gate electrode in the manufacturing method.

[FIG. 6] the above described reticle, and a plan view which shows a gate

electrode formed by the manufacturing method.

[FIG. 7] a process flow diagram which shows the conventional manufacturing

method of a semiconductor device including an LDD structure.

[FIG 8] a drawing which shows a problem in the conventional semiconductor

device including an LDD structure.

[Description of Reference Numeral]

9 reticle

10 glass portion

11 gate electrode pattern

12 linear slit (opening)

13 solid pattern

14, 14S and 14D resist pattern

14a and 19a step portion

15 silicon substrate (semiconductor substrate)

16 gate insulating film

17 polycrystalline silicon film (gate electrode material)

18 positive type photoresist

19 gate electrode

20 low concentration impurity implantation layer
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21 silicon oxide film

22a, 22b, and 22c sidewall

23 high concentration impurity implantation layer

24S and 24D low concentration impurity diffusion layer

25S and 25D high concentration impurity diffusion layer

L exposure light

S source region

D drain region
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